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Introduction

Now that video games have permeated daily life across the globe on computers, consoles and pocket devices, they call for a more comprehensive—and accurate—understanding of their role in society. Psychological research into the impact of games upon players was initiated more than fifteen years ago, with researches devoted to uncovering the alleged negative impact of game playing in response to politically driven moral panics. The focus and dominance of experimental ‘effects’ research has given rise to a need for further research to balance what is sometimes seen as moral crusades associated with causation studies to articulate the more mundane, less contentious existence of games as a significant leisure activity for billions of individuals who repeatedly play them for entertainment and fun.

That is not to say that public disputes over what some perceive as the harmful nature of games have disappeared or lost their significance, as they are reigned on a regular basis by media coverage of school or mass shootings. Such coverage often serves to draw out the long-term judgments of individual politicians, campaigners and researchers with little primary research to bring to the debate. A recent example of this is the interview conducted with Pr. Phil Zimbardo on the BBC in May 2015 (watch here). Despite Dr. Andrew Przybylski ensuing astute deconstruction and critique of Zimbardo’s claims, the prejudices against video gaming often prove resistant to reevaluation. In this vein, the American Psychological Association also very recently revealed results, from their Task Force on Violent Media in 2013 that claimed a ‘consistent’ relation between aggression and playing violent video games (American Psychological Association, 2015). The emphasis quickly shifted, however, from problems with video games to problems with the task force for perceived conflicts of interest among the task force members and significant shortcomings of the meta-analysis performed which included only 18 studies and excluded numerous null studies (Wooford, 2015). This report again served to hinder progress by re-activating long-standing positions on the effects of video games shadowing work that has since been completed in many disciplines that outline beneficial effects of playing video games.

This special issue of Cyberpsychology entitled “The Experience and Benefits of Game Playing” reflects the efforts of a range of European, American and Australian researchers who place the experience of playing video games at the core of their reflective work. Studies on video gaming can be differentiated on the basis of the extent to which the research positions games at the heart of their work, in addition to the extent to which research gives attention to the capacities and thinking of the game player to be able to offer perspectives on player experience. This approach to research is evident in all articles included in this special issue.

The special edition also sought to widen the research disciplines that could submit research in order to reflect how games currently constitutes an object of study for a wide range of disciplines—including (but not limited to) psychology, media studies, sociology, philosophy, and computer and organizational sciences. The intent was to present research with cross-disciplinary relevance to suggest the kinds of connections that can be made across a wider body of literature with a broader range of research interests reflecting an expansive range of video game texts.
Game Playing: As a Conventional Leisure Activity

With its overwhelming number of enthusiasts across the globe, video gaming has become a daily activity and familiar part of the cultural fabric of home life, but also mobile life with the increasing capacities of smart phones (ESA, 2015; Brand et al., 2013; IFSE, 2012). Video gaming is now a mainstream leisure or recreational activity (Oswald et al. 2014; Lorentz, 2015) to which leisure studies scholarship is consequently situated to better analyze and understand this practice. The disciplinary areas of therapeutic recreation or recreational therapy emerged in the 1980s giving consideration to the utilization of leisure to improve life experience of practitioners. Among the developed body of research from leisure studies, Kleiber, Hutchinson and Williams (2002) demonstrated that leisure activities can operate as a self-protection, self-restoration and a personal transformation mechanism for individuals facing traumatic or challenging life changes. Video gaming was initially considered a “passive leisure” activity due to its close association with other audio-visual mediums, such as TV watching (Holder, Coleman and Sehn, 2009), but has since become understood as distinct from other more traditional indoor-screen recreational activities and their related effects on wellbeing. Video game play as a leisure activity possesses distinct characteristics associated with agency, challenge and progression that necessitate an understanding of the game systems that contain activity.

Since Kleiber’s study—which concentrated on post-traumatic experiences—video gaming has proved to be efficient in a number of therapeutic contexts (HC LI et al, 2011). Furthermore, the Videogames and Wellbeing report published in 2013 (Johnson et al.) has mapped the main benefits of video gaming in people’s general wellbeing as an activity that triggers positive emotional impact (emotional stability, self-esteem, optimism, vitality, resilience), positive functioning (engagement, positive relationships, competence & achievement, self-acceptance, personal growth), and positive social functioning (social coherence, social integration, social capital). This review was followed by another review detailing the Benefits of Video Games (Granic et al., 2014) in the American Psychologist in which researchers identified the different cognitive, motivational, emotional and social values of video gaming. Video games can, indeed, be seen as a “context for applied cognition” as they provide “cognitive puzzles,” “enhance cognitive skills” (Blumberg & Fish, 2013, p.4) and encourage children to take initiative (Adachi & Willoughby, 2013)—as “they require cumulative effort over time to achieve the goal of completing the game” (p.157). Blumberg and Fish (2013) also advocate that developmental psychologists should involve themselves in the design of games due to the role of video gaming in cognitive development of children.

Challenges of Cross-Disciplinary Research

No one discipline is equipped to address all the topics raised by games as a media and playing as a practice. To avoid this pitfall, this special issue followed prior recommendations (Oswald, Prorock and Murphy, 2014, p.123) to develop and encourage cross-disciplinary publications.

This special issue aimed to offer a platform for a diverse range of researchers from all fields to present their work for our discipline to consider and reflect upon. Gathering three guest editors from three distinct disciplines highlighted foreseeable differences in approach to theory and research. The editors of this issue comprise of Christopher Ferguson, a clinical psychologist; Gareth Schott, who holds a PhD in psychology but has spent the last 15 years researching as a game studies scholar; and Pascalle Lorentz, a sociologist who worked in a psychology department. As a result of a call for papers reflecting these different areas of interest, articles were submitted for this issue from psychology, media studies, gender studies, philosophy, history, computer science and management science.

One of the first issues that this publication had to confront was the different emphasis and importance that separate disciplines attached to distinct aspects of research inquiry. Respecting the variability of disciplines, editors decided to transfer freedom to authors to structure and present their research most suitable to the nature of the research. Working on a cross-disciplinary publication is an opportunity to question the homogeneity of our own forms of communication that have come to signify the quality of the scientific debate (Oswald, Prorock and Murphy, 2014, p.123). Thus, this issue offers a tapestry of works from different disciplines that hopefully combine to provide a sense of a bigger picture as to how many researchers conceptualize and articulate the nature of game playing. In doing so, we offer a distinctive range of papers, each offering a particular way of looking at the video game practice that produce different conclusions. These articles all coincide in positing the player at the heart of their study.

This special issue only saw the light of day thanks to all reviewers’ kind participation and hard work. The editors of this issue wish to stress the importance of the review process for the contributing authors. Writing a “good” review is a delicate exercise that requires a sharp eye, a way with words and willingness
to extend their knowledge via different approaches. The reviewers of this issue came from different parts of the world and varied disciplines; but all delivered genuine advice and comments in support of authors. We dearly and deeply thank all participants who agreed to give up their time, their energy, and their advice to help improve publications.

The Papers of This Issue

In the end, this special issue aims to identify where the benefits of game playing lie beginning with Turkay and Adolfino’s work on customization and motivation in Massively Multiplayer Online Game *Lord of the Rings* (Turbine, 2007) in which they focus on how making playing of a game a more personal experience increases the motivation to play and in doing so drives players to reiterate their enjoyable experiences.

Among manifold utilizations of game texts, we find that some players are able to perform their sexuality more freely in game worlds. Krobova and her colleagues narrow their focus to players of two game titles *Dragon Age* and *Mass Effect* both developed by BioWare—an inclusive LGBT developer. Findings show players adopt three distinct strategies—imaginative play, stylized performance and role-playing. They astutely bring the debate for readers to reflect upon the possibility of creating a queer video game segment of the industry.

DeByl presents a framework for affective elements in game design. Supported by her extensive experience in this field, she thoroughly surveys the nascent scholarship on affective game design to draw a solid picture of current possibilities useful to any game researcher/developer.

Similarly, Kaufman and Flanagan present their concept of “embedded design” applied to two games. This tool enables the creation and development of games which support social justice by providing a better chance for players to increase their social awareness with subtlety and finesse.

These design tools would please Oravec who pinpoint the downsides of gamification in the workplace. Gamification at work, like at school, can obviously have positive impacts on cognitive skills and wellbeing of workers. Yet, this leverage includes potential abusive utilizations. By condemning the exacerbation of gamified applications in the work life, Oravec warns the scientific community against the foreseeable issues.

These articles gather important directions for the future of video gaming experiences. This leisure activity is thus becoming more personal, more meaningful, more fulfilling while seeking for the creation of a better world where social justice, respect and tolerance pave the way to a different range of experiences.
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